Encouraging the development of a reflective practitioner

- Self-assessment
- Peer feedback and assessment
- Personal development planning (HFNet, Zubizarreta)
- Formative vs. summative assessments (MacFarlane)
- Reflective papers/portfolios (Hermstein & Feirstein)

- Debriefing exercises
- Collaborative inquiry or cooperative learning groups (Krieger)
- Workshops
- Simulations
- Reality checks (Community Advocacy & Legal Centre)
- Theatre of the oppressed (Boal, Calleo)
- Ethnodrama (Menczekowski & Morgan)
- Field trips

- Consciousness-raising
- Popular education (Arnold et al)

- Mentoring programs
- Online preceptor program (University of Western Ontario)

- Flow diagrams
- Mind maps/mind-mapping/concept maps
- Graphic exercises
- Thinking maps

- Critical discourse
- Reading teaching critically
- Critical legal education
- Critical incident questionnaires

- Aesthetic
- Literature (Comedy, art, poetry, music)
- Photography & video (Taylor)

- Guided reflection or imagery
- Mindfulness meditation (Raskin, Haekem)

- Mindfulness Meditation & the Law (Berkeley - Haekem)
- Mindfulness Meditation & the Law (Berkeley - Haekem)
- Tools of Awareness (University of Florida - Risink)

- Innovative teaching methods or styles of teaching
- Use of novel (RMI)
- Facilitative action research strategies
- Mentorship or coaching

- The Responsibilities of Public Lawyers (Harvard - Charn)
- Images of Nurses, Doctors, and Lawyers in Literature (Queen's - Weisberg & Duffin)
- Legal Education at the Crossroads 2008 (multiple examples including capstone courses, leadership authority in legal writing, software "pathways", etc.)
- Mindfulness Meditation & the Law (Berkeley - Haekem)
- Tools of Awareness (University of Florida - Risink)
- The Skiff and Joyful Lawyer (University of Connecticut - Calloway)
- LAWS: Love in Action with Wisdom: Contemplative Practices and the Law (CUNY - Anna Godeke)

- Capstone courses
- Problem solving skills
- Critical thinking skills
- Leadership skills
- Communication skills
- Professional ethics

- Cognitive benefits
- Emotional benefits
- Social benefits
- Behavioral benefits

- Critical incident questionnaires
- Critical legal education
- Critical discourse
- Reading teaching critically
- Critical legal education
- Critical incident questionnaires

- Critical thinking skills
- Behavioral benefits
- Cognitive benefits
- Emotional benefits
- Social benefits

- Mindfulness Meditation & the Law (Berkeley - Haekem)
- Tools of Awareness (University of Florida - Risink)
- The Skiff and Joyful Lawyer (University of Connecticut - Calloway)
- LAWS: Love in Action with Wisdom: Contemplative Practices and the Law (CUNY - Anna Godeke)
- The Responsibilities of Public Lawyers (Harvard - Charn)
- Images of Nurses, Doctors, and Lawyers in Literature (Queen's - Weisberg & Duffin)
- Legal Education at the Crossroads 2008 (multiple examples including capstone courses, leadership authority in legal writing, software "pathways", etc.)
- Mindfulness Meditation & the Law (Berkeley - Haekem)
- Tools of Awareness (University of Florida - Risink)
- The Skiff and Joyful Lawyer (University of Connecticut - Calloway)
- LAWS: Love in Action with Wisdom: Contemplative Practices and the Law (CUNY - Anna Godeke)